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Build Your Business Apps Quickly



Why WNS-Vuram’s
AppEzy?
AppEzy is highly configurable and flexible a 
wide range of features, making it a flexible 
option for creating functional business 
applications. With its rich functionalities, it 
helps businesses rapidly develop and 
deliver functional applications.

Challenges in building
enterprise applications

10X
FASTER

Build apps 

than traditional approach

86%

Source: [McKinsey]

Source: [PwC]

30% to 100%

AppEzy empowers business users with no coding skills to build applications using dynamic form 
capabilities and workflow automation  translating into 10X faster application building capability 
compared to traditional approach.

of organizations find it hard to
recruit technical talent.

cost overruns are caused by 
changing app development 
requirements

Developers are in high demand and
short supply. The persistent shortage of 
technical talent makes it hard to build business 
applications efficiently

The shift in business requirements 
demands apps capable of adapting to 
changes

App development is incredibly costly and 
time-consuming



KEY FEATURES

Pre-defined workflows can send the 
designed app for internal approval 
before publishing

Enabling Approval for
Application Creation

Reuse form design & configured 
workflows by easily cloning existing 
apps

Reusability

Enhance efficiency and time 
management by setting task 
reminder notification

Task Reminder
Notification

Effortlessly create forms with 
layouts, different field types, 
custom validations

Configurable Forms

Seamlessly integrate AppEzy with any 
other Appian solution for writing
/updating records automatically

Integration

Send email trigger based on an 
permission action for seamless 
communication

Automated Triggers

Create your own reports. The app 
helps you create customized 
insights

External user can raise apps request 
through the Appian portal interface

Portal Capability

Delegate tasks based on specific 
applications such as the leave app, 
travel app, etc

Applications-based
Delegation

Build flexible workflows with 
configurable rules and permissions 
for easy approval steps

Dynamic Workflow

Custom Report



How is WNS-Vuram’s
AppEzy different?

Superior
Task

management

Faster 
Build applications, using
dynamic form-building 
capabilities, ten times

 faster compared to the 
traditional approach.

Controls the creation
and distribution of tasks

with deadlines to
approvers within

 the workflow

Scalability
The application can

be integrated with any
 third-party or existing
 systems in place and
scaled up as required. 

Flexibility
Easily adapt to your
existing business

processes to enhance
and optimize
workflows.

No Code
A cloud-based

user-friendly platform
that empowers business 

users with no coding skills
to automate workflows

& processes.

Lower turn around time
and resource costs by

25%
Intelligent, rules-driven workflow

with dynamic forms, ensures
faster cycle times for
business processes

Increase
productivity by

50%
The intuitive and easy-to-use
interface offers “few-click”
access for users thereby
improving the experience

Improvise customer retention
and brand image by

50%
Companies that adopt an

application-centric approach
to streamline their processes

are benefitted
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For more information or to schedule a demo, write to ask-vuram@wns.com

WNS-Vuram is the global hyperautomation wing of WNS, with a specialization in low-code 
enterprise automation. Since its inception, the company has maintained 100% customer success 
and customer references. Powered by passionate people, WNS-Vuram is committed to driving 
digital transformation for organizations worldwide through an ‘Empathy-First Technology-Next’ 
approach. WNS-Vuram has received several prominent recognitions from Inc. 5000, HFS 
Research, ISG, Entrepreneur India, Fast Company, Business Brilliance Awards-Employer of the 
Year and Great Place to Work, among others.

ABOUT WNS-VURAM

WNS-Vuram's hyperautomation stack – encompassing intelligent business process 
management (iBPM) / low-code application platform (LCAP), robotic process automation, 
intelligent document processing, process discovery and analytics – drives maximum value and 
high-impact transformation in enterprises. With a strong presence across seven countries, 
WNS-Vuram offers end-to-end consulting, design, development, post-go-live support and 
maintenance across all technologies via offshore, nearshore and onshore delivery models. For 
more information, visit https://www.vuram.com.


